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I am Larry C. Holcomb, an independent consulltant in 

the field of environmental toxicology. 1 have been asked by 

The Tobacco Institute to present my views on the public heallth 

aspects of proposed legislation to prohlibih smokiln~g on 

commerciaU aircraft. 

I hold a Ph1.D. in Zoology Enom Flichigan State 

University. From 1981 to 1986, I served als Executive 

Secretary of the Michligan Toxic Substance Control Commission. 

In that capacity, I supervised efforts to identify, monitor, 

and control the release of toxic substances in Michigaln. My 

specialty as a-consultant is idkntifying toxic exposures that 

pose a poten~tial health problem, assessing the risks of such 
* 

exposures, and devising action plans to manage risks at 

socially acceptable- levels. 

I am speaking today as a scientist offering my own 

evaluation of the health effects of exposure to environmenball 

tobacco smoke (ETS) in commercia~l aircnaft. I will not 

address issues thab are relevant to your deliberaltibns but 

oultside the scope of my expertise, such as the role of 

passenger preferences in regulating smoking and fire safety 

issues posed by a smoking Ban. My understandling is thalt other 

witinesses will address those issues. 

In my professional judgment, a prohlibition on 

smoking on commercial aircralft is not julstified by current 

scientific evidence on the health effecbs 06 exposure to ETS. 

To explain the balsis for this  conclusion^, I have divided my 



testimony in~to three parts. The fiirst part blriefly summarizes 

the unique characberistics of occupant exposure to 

enui,nonmental tobacco smoke in airplanes and explains why dalta 

on ETS gathered from oth~er environments calnnot reason~ably be 

extrapolated to the a~irplane context. qhe second part 

aduresses the principal scientific studies of ETS in alircraft. 

The third part ofi my testimony focuses on the 1986 report of 

the National Academy on Sciences (NAS) concerning cabin air 

quality and safety. !Dhe NAS report is frequently cited in 

support of a ban on smoking in airplanes. In parb thlree of my 

testimony, I explain why NAS1s data do not justify sulch 

act ionl. 

Unique Aspects of Occupalnt 
Exposure To ETS In Airplalnes 

Three factors are of fundamental imporbance in 

assessing the merits of prohibiting smoking on alirplanes firom 

a health perspective. The first factor concerns the duration 

of occupantsu exposure to ETS. Passengers typically are 

pzesent in alirplanes for very short periods of timer both on a 

per trilp and annual aggregate basis. According to a Gallup 

survey conducted in 1985, over 80% olf those who flew took 

three or fewer trips during the year. Since most filigh~ts lalst 81 
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less than two houlrs, it appears that the great majority of 0 
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passengers travel less than six hours a year by plane. 
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The exposure of flight attendants to ETS is also 

intermittent. A memblership survey of the Association ofi 



Flight Attendants in 1985 found thalt 80% of those responding 

flew 70-85 hours per month. This is the equlivalent of 2.3 to 

2.8 houlrs per dhy. As I shall explain shortly, tihese periods 

of potential exposure to tobacco smoke on airplanes are far 

less than the chronic exposures typicallly evaluated in ETS 

studies. 

Aircraft ventiilation characteristics are the second 

factor of relevance to your dkliberaaions. Commercial 

airliners are equipped with ventilation systems thlat providk 

fresh air at rates that have been found to compare fiauorably 

with the standards for non-aviation environments recommended 

by the American Society 05 Healting, Refrigerating and 

Air-conditioning dngineers (ASHRAE) .L/ Based on an 

examination of seven transport aircraft in 1981, the Federal 

Aviation Adininlistration (FAA) determin~ed that venbilaltion 

systlems in commercial aircraft provide 15.2 to 25.7 cubic feet 

of fresh air per passenger pea minute, about three to five 

times the rate recommended for airplanes by ASHRAE.~ Bhe 

ventilation raltes on modkrn aircraft also exceed the proposed 

rate (119 cfm/personl for all transportation modes now under 
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1/ Cabin Air Quality: Hearing on S, 197 Before the Subcomm. 0 
0; Aviation of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, alnd 

u7 
Transportation, 98th Cbng., 1st Sess 9 (1983) (~statememt of 
Craig Beard, Director, Office ofi Airworthiness, Federal 

1: 
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Aviation Administratiom [hereinafter "FAA Sta~tement"~. 

2/ U1.S. Department of Tran~sporta~tion, Federal Aviation 
~zminilstration, In the Matter of thle Petition of Xen~ex 
Corporatiom, Denial of Petition, March 3, 1981. 



consideraltion by ASHREU?, .~~  FAA has repeatedly stared that 

ventilation systems om commercial aircraft are "fully 

adequate," and as recently as 1983 found that there was "'no 

need to require changes in aircrafit ventilation systems" to 

deal with tobacco smoke "from a health perspective." 51 

Culrrenlb restrictions on smoking on airplanes are the 

third factor of relevance. Since 19q3, airlines have been 

required to provide no-smoking secbions in each class of 

service offie~ed~ and in) U985, the Civil Aeronautics Board 

(CAB)! adopted a1 rule prohibiting smoking unlless the aircraft'ls 

ventilation system is "'fully functioning," i.e., "operating so 

as to provide the level and quaUity of ventilation specified 

and designed by bhg manufacturer for the number of persons 

I1 5/ currently in the passenger cornpartmenlt. - 

These and other restrictions on smoking on aircraft, 

including a Ban om cigar and pipe smoking, alre now 

adminlistered by the Department of qransportation (DOT). As 1 

shall explain lalter in my testimony, the best available data 

indicate thalt exisbin~g regulations are effective in insulating 

non-smoking passengers from exposure to ETS. 

3/ ASHRAE Standard 62-1981R, Vemtilatilon for Acceptable 
1Zdoor Air Quality (Draft), August 6, 1987 at 15. 

4/ FAA Statement at 9-10. - 
5 /  14 C.F.W. 252.3; see generallly 14 C.F.R. 252.1-252.7. - - 



Legislaltive proposals to prohibit smokinlg on 

aircraft have gained momentum recently due to reports on 

environmental tobacco smoke published in 1986 by the U.S. 

Sulrgeon General 61 and the National Academy 05 Sciences 

(NAS) I / .  Both reports indilaate that, wihh one exception, 

available data do not suppont conclusive fiindings as to the 

health effects in adulus exposed to ETS. The one exception is 

lung cancer ., 
The findings on lung cancer draw heavily on studies 

of chronic exposure to ETS, in particulalr studlies of 

nonrsmoking spouses in homes where the other spouse smokes. 

Even on their own terms, the reports of the Surgeon General 
4 

and WAS are badly flawed and do not demonstirate a caulsal 

relationship between chronic exposure to ETS and an increased 

incidence of lung cancer. The epidemiological studies 

underlying the reports are beset by classification errors, 

reporting biases, an~d conf oulnding var ilables thalt make the 

studlies an inappropriate basis for regulation. 

The studies do not adequately measure actual ETS 

exposure and are based largely on populations outside the 

6/ U.S. Surgeon General, The Health Consequences of 
16voluntary Stnokinq (1986). 

7/ National Academy of Sciences, Bhvironmental Tobacco 
~zoke: Measuring Exposures alnd Assessin~q Health Effects 
(1986). 
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Uni~ed States, where differences in living conditions, genetic 

factors, health habits, diet, risk- taking^, occupationa~l 

exposure, levels and quallity of indoor air pollultion, and 

other factors make extrapolation to the Uhited States popu- 

lation problematic at best. More importantly, when WAS 

combined the epidemiologic studies of United States 

populations, it found no incmeased risk of lung cancer. 

Surveying the same epidemioUogic evidence considered 

by NAS and the Surgeon General, the Internaltional Agency for 

Research on Cancer of the World Health Organi~zation concluded, 

also in late 19861, that the available evidence is consistent 

with a finding of no increase in risk -- either in the United - 
States or elsewhe;e.E/ A number of other studies simply fail 

Uo establish a staltistically significant association between 

lung cancer and ETS exposure. 

Even if the findings concernling health effects of 

chronlic exposure to ETS were validl, they cannot reason~ably be 

extrapolated to the alirplane conltext, in view of the Eactorrs I 

have mentioned. Federal officials seeking to en~sure the 

safety of airline service have explicitly determined thalt 

restrictions on smoking are not j~ustifiedl by studies of 

chron~ic exposure to ETS. 

8/ World Health Organization, lnternationa~l Aqency for - a k 
*search on Cancer,  ARC Monograph 



In 1985, for example, the CAB declined to cite 

health considerauions as a basis for adopting Buather restric- 

tions on smoking on aircraft. Afiter a thorough and careful 

analysis of extensive record euidence, the CAB foulnd that dhta 

on the health effects of ETS were "still being disputed" and 

were not applicable to exposulres on aircraft because: 

Th~e cited studies involved smoking in the 
home or ofPice, places where people spend 
a signbficant portion of their life. This 
differs from the situaliion aboard aircraft 
where most people spend a relatively short 
time. Airctafit also diffier from homes and 
of dices in that non~smokers are sepalralted 
from the smokers in the former 4/bu usually are not in the la1tter.- 

Similarly, in 1983, FAA expressed the view that, based on 

long-term ETS exposure studies: 

[Clausal exposure to second-hand cigarette 
smoke in a reasonably ventilated 
environment is not expected to have any 
relationship to cardiova~scul f Svor pulmonary disease causation.- 

1 am not aware of any scientific basis for setting aside 

these findings of the CAB and FAA. 

PI. 

Studies of ETS in Commercial Aircraft 

In evaluating the scienltific merits ofi a ban on 

smoking on airplanes from a health perspective, it is 

9/ 49 Fed. Reg. 25410 (1984). - 
10/ FAA Statement at 10. - 



imperative that the g~reatest weight be given to seudies that 

directly examine the effects of ETS exposure in airplanes. 

Fbur such studies have been conducted1 in the Past sixteen 

years. All of them indicate that exposure to ETS does mot 

pose an appreciable heallib risk to non-smoking passengers. 

In 1971, FAA and the National Institute for Occupa- 

tional Safety and Health (WIOSH) completedl a joint study 

entitled "Health Aspects of Sknoking in Transport 

Aircraft . I t .  s/ The purpose of the study was to define the 
levels of certain com~bustion by-products oE tobacco produ~ced 

By passengers' smoking and to evaluate the health effects of 

exposure to such by-products. The study was condbctied prior 

to the adoption of federal regulations requliring airlines to 

provide no-smoking sections. 

The study encompassed 20 Military Airlift Command 

(MAC) flights between the United States and destimations in 

Asia an~d Europe, and 14 domestic flights. The MAC flighlts 

~anged in length from 7 to 11 hours; the domestic £Lights from 

about 1 to 2 hours. Researchers collected samples t o  

determine environmenlt!al levels of carbon monoxide, particulate 

matter, polynuclear hydrocarbons, ammonia, and ozone during 

11/ Departmene of Transportation and Department of Health, 
~ Z c a t i o n  and Welfalre, Reporti on Health Aspects of Smoking on1 
Aircraft (December 1973). 



The researchers reported bhat "the results of 

enuironmenbal sampling revealed very low levels of each 

contaminant measured, much lower than those recommended in 

occupational and enuironmentall air quality standards." The 

resealrchers concluded bhat "these combu~stion products were 

judged not to represen& a hazard to the non~smoking passengers, 

based on environmental levels and expected dosage-response 

11 12/ reUationsh~ips of con~taminan~ts . - 
In 1983, researchers at the San Francisco General 

Hospital Medical Center reported the results of a study of 

nicotine absorption by nonl-smoking hlight alttendalnts during a 

round trip flighlt bletween Sa~n Francisco alnd Tokyo. Six 
4 

stewardesses participated in the study. All were fulll-time 

flight a~ttendants who worked 68 to 73 houlrs per monthl. Five 

of the shewardesses were assigned to the smoking section of 

the Tokyo-San Francisco return leg of the flight. 

Blood samples were taken before departure and within 

one hour od return to San Francisco. Urine samples'uere also 

taken. The researchers found that passive absorption of 

nicotine during this lengthy trip was "relatively smalU" and 

that "'the concentrations achieved are unlikely to have any 

wl3/ physiologic effects. - 

12/ Id., alt iii-iv. - - 
13/ Foliart, et al., Passive Absorption of Nicotine in - -- 

(Footnote Continued) 



In 19184, a group of Japanese researchers puBlishedl 

th~e results of a sampling sulruey of nicotine measurements in 

the ambient air of various indoor environments, including 

offices, conference roomsp cafeterias and commerical 

aircraft.=/ The purpose of the study was to evaluate the 

actual levels of exposure of non-smokers t o  bobacco smoke in 

sulch settings. The Japanese researchers used a monitoring 

device con~sisli~ng of a sampler tube and portalble pump equipped1 

with a mechanicall counter to measuLe volume. 

The researchers reported that nlicoine measucements 

on seven dbmestic alircraft ranged from 6.28 to 28.78 ug/m3, 

the equilvalent on average of abouti 8 one-thousandths of a 

cigarette per hou;. The levels of ambient nicotine in 

aircrafb ran~ked ninth lowest among the thiateen settings in 

which measu~ements were taken. 

In 1986, Ghy B. Oldalker, a senior research chemist 

at R.J. Reynolds ToBalcco Company, alnd a colleague, conducted 

an ETS samplling survey on 66 domestic airlime flights .ranging 

in length from 13 to 179 rninutes.g/ Oldaker measuredl the 

(Footn~ote Continued) 
Airline Fli~qMt Attendants, 306(18) N. Eng. J. Medl. 1105 
(1983). 

14/ Muramatsu~, 9 &., Estimaltion of Personal Exposure to 
~ a a c c o  Smoke With a Nkwly  evel loped Nicotine Personal! 
Monlitor, 35 EnvironrnentaU Research 218 (1984l). -- 
151 Oldakea and Cbnrad, Estimation ofi the Effects of - 
~cironmental Tobacco Shoke (ETS) on the Air Qulality Within 

[PoothoUe Continued) 



presence of nicotine in the ambient air using a constant flow 

sampling pump fitted with a small col3ectlo.n tube. Olldaker's 

sampling technlique was a sophisticated version of a method 

developed by NXOSH. 

Oldaker found that separation of smokers and mon- 

smokers effectively insudabad nonrsmoking passengers from 

exposure to ETS. He determined that concentrations of ETS in 

smoking section~s were smalll, ranging from 0 to 3 one 

hundredths of a "cigalret te equlivalent" per flight wilth an 

average of four one-th~ousandths of a cigarette equivalent. 

Oldaker reported fiusther that concenltrations of ETS dropped 

preeipbtously in proportion to bhe distance firom the smoking 

section, and thalt exposures to ETS in the no-smoking section1 

were infinitesimal, ranging1 from 01 to 1 one-hundredth of a 

cigarette equivalent, with an average of 3 one-thousandbhs of 

a1 cigarette equlivalenk. 

Based on these rneasuremenlts, Oldaker estimated that 

it would take eight continuous 28-hour round trip fUights from 

New York to Tokyo for a passenger seated in a typical 

no-smoking1 seat on a Unitedl States airliner to be exposed to 

the nicotine equivalent 06 one cigarette. This amounts to 224 

hours -- over one fourth the average flight attendant'ls annulall 
in-flight time -- or more than nine dhys in the air. I know . 

ar, 

(Footnote Cbntknued) 
Aircralft Cabins, accepted for publication, Environmental 
Science and Technology (October, 1987). 



of no scientific dhta indicating that the dk minimis exposures - 
reported by Oldaker or the Japanese researchers pose a 

significant health risk. 

WAS Study of the Airliner Cabin Ehvironmenlu 

In 1986, a colinmittee of the National Research 

Coun~ciL of the National Academy of Sciences issued a reporb on 

air quality and safety aboard commercial aircraft.g/ The 

report urged that smoking on airplanes be banned to "reduce 

potential health hazards t o  cabin crew" and to "bring the 

cabin air quality inltio line with established standardb for 

other closedl en~vironmen~ts." The report also urged that a blan 
J. 

was justified in order to lessen "irritation and discomfortu1 

of some passengerh and crew.g/ In my opinion, there i s  a 

serious disparity between th~e report's recommendation on 

smoking and the equlivocal and inconclusive evidence o£fered in 

support of that recomendhtion. 

The WAS committee found that "aircraft air qvality 

has not been a subject of systematic investigation by indepen- 

dknlU researchers" and that "no published peer-reviewed dhta on 

EPS concentrations in cabins were availalble. "l8/ Withoub 

16/ National Research Council, The Airliner Ca~bin 
~Gironmemt : Air Quality and Safety (1986). 

17/ Id. alt 6-7. - - 
18/ Id., at 6, 137. - - 



reliable exposure estimates, it is impossible to conduct a 

valid risk assessment. The committee itself explicitly 

recognized that "[m]luch more research musu be conducted Before 

1 1t19/ risks cam be accurately assessed. - 
Th~e committee nonetheless speculated thlat flight 

attendants assigned to smoking sections could be exposed to 

ETS in amounts equlivalent to those supposedly involved in 

living with a one-pack-a-day smoker. The committee left the 

impression that exposure at these levels c could^" pose a 

"potenbialu health problem. The committee was aware of the 

FAh. Oldaker and San Francisco Medlical Center dalta suggesting 

otherwise, but essentially ignored them. l?he cornlittee 
* 

evidently was unaware od the Japanese findings. 

The Committee's estimate of exposure levels 

apparently was based on a few isolated mealsulrements of 

respirable particles (RSP), taken by airline personnel or 

committee members. The committee conceded that "the 

measurements have n~ot been conducted under experimental 

situations or have not been conducted systematically for a 

variety ot aircraft .z/ Exposure levels can be highly 
variable, and random measu~rements may therefore greatly 

distort anallysis. The sampling methodologies relied upon by 

20/ Id., at 137. - - 



the committee have not been adequately d~isclosed, and there is 

no basis for assessing their reliability, 

The ETS concentrations hypothesized By the committee 

are far greater than those indicaked By the nicotine 

measuremenlts recorded by Oldaker on a large sample of fflights, 

and by similar* measulrements baken by the Japanse, Moreover, 

nicotine is specific to tobacco smoke; RSP, which has many 

sources, is not. For example, RSP concentrations may be 

elevated merely by physical activity in the area of measure- 

ment. By relying on RSP as a surrogate for ETSI, the committee 

may haue further distorted its assessment. 

The NAS report staltes that "Ihea~lth effects from 
Y 

other environments do not permit us to present reliabh 

quantitative risk estimabes related to the health impact oE 

present concentration~s of ETS on exposed mon-smokers km an 

aircraft environrnen~t. "'g/ The committee nontheless relies 

exclusively on data cozlected in other envi~onments as a basis 

for suggestilng' adverse health efif ect of ETS in airplane 

passengers. The committee focuses in particullar on the 

purported effects of ETS exposure on1 pulmonary disease, but 

makes no mention of inconsistent findings or Elaws in study 

design, such as those I previously identified. The committee 

greatly overstates the strength of the epidemiologlicaU 
Q3 

evidence in this alrea. 4 4 
0 
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21/ Id. at 150-151. - - 



The NRS analysis ofi health effects of ETS on airline 

passengers is scientifically inadequate iln many other 

respects. The committee asserts that palssenger smoking . 
patterns cause highly transient concentrations of ETS in the 

no-smoking sections of the cabin, but oftens no citations or 

data to support this assertion. The report also implies that 

ETS is routinely recirculated in the cabin, but data presented 

elsewhere in the report indicabe that recirculation of cabim 

air may be far less comon~. 

The report simply ignores FAA1's findings with 

respect to the adequacy of ventilation on commercial aircraft, 

and makes no effort to evaluabe any of the four principal 

studlies of ETS in'aircraf~. The ommission from NAS's analysis 

of any serious discussion of these reports is indefensibae. 

The committee indicated that a ban on smoking is 

justified' in order to bring cabin air qulality "'into line" with 

established standalrds for other closed enuironments. The 

scientific basis for tbis assertion is unclear. Vhe commibtee 

suggested that RSP levels caused by smoking in planes would 

exceed a federal RSP standard', if one existed. Such 

speculation obviously is notl a substitute for scientific 

analysis. The committee recognized that there is inadequate 

daba to assess tlhe impact of ETS on levels of specific cabin ob: 
L 

ai!~ contaminants and, therefore, no basis for comparing them 2 
0 
G7 1 

to existin~g standards. 0 



NAS also recommended a ban on smoking in ordea to 

lessen the "irritationN alnd "discomfortN,of some passengers 

and crew. So far als I am aware, there is no scientific dhta 

om the extent to whlich ETS is a cause of irritabion and 

discornlfort to occupants of aircraft. Alth~ough ETS may be 

troublesome to some individuals, several other aspects of the 

cabin1 environment, including low relative humidity, carbon 

dioxide, ozone and volatile organic compounds may allso be the 

caluse of discomfort. To my knowledge, the NAS committee made 

no effort to disaggregate these variables, or to articulate a 

principled basis for establishing certain passenger 

preferenlees as the norm governing all occupalnts' behavior 

d'uring c=ommerciaIi*fil!ights. 

I understand that the Depalrtment of Transportation 

has declined to implement the ~ommittee~~s recommendhtion to 

prohibit smoking dn aircraft, and has stated that "'further 

study is needed before the Department can propose a definitive 

response to this recornendat ion. '221 )be Department has 

speciEilcally found that further analysis is needed of ETS in 

aircralft an~d that discussionls will be renewed with the 

Ehvironmental Protection Agency (EPA) regarding th~e 

feasibizity of a program to measure cabin air quality aboard 
03 commercial1 aircraft. In my opinion, the Departm~ent's position 4 
4 
0 
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22/ W1.S. Department of Transportation, Report to Congress on 8 
~ z i n  Air QuaLity (Februalry, 1987) at i. 



is a rneasulred and scien~tifically sound eesponse to thle WAS 

report. 

Conclusion 

The great weight of euildence now available does mot 

support the conclusion that exposure to ETS causes adverse 

health effects in non-smoking passengers or crew. The 

proposed leglislation Oo prohibit smoking on aircraft 

accordingly is not justified on public health grounds. 

Public policy on smoking on aircraft should be based 

on the best possible scientific evidence. Further research 

along the lines proposed by bhe Department of Yransportation 

is thlerefore desirable. 


